
Cutting Drywall
Marking and cutting in a single knife stroke and using a router to
incise for electrical boxes make a tedious job faster and easier

BY PAT CARRASCO

"Score and snap" is not a wrestling move. The author uses his
left hand and foot to steady the 4-ft. drywall square, which serves
as a straightedge for crosscuts (photo left). After scoring the face
and breaking the gypsum core, he makes a foot-long cut through
the back paper (photo right) before snapping the sheet in two
(photo left, facing page).



A
lot of highly skilled builders I
know can't stand working with
drywall. As someone who makes

his living turning the inside of a building
white, I understand their feelings, sort of.
Yes, drywall is heavy, and it can be unwieldy.
But thanks to the generous tolerances we get
to work with, placing even 12-ft. drywall
sheets is much easier than any other type of
panel. But what I really love about drywall
(that must sound sick) is that it's one of the

easiest materials to cut and shape. For most
of my career, I cut out entire houses using
just a utility knife and a couple of handsaws.
Since I discovered the joy of using a router,
my job has gotten even easier.

Take advantage of the tolerances
Regardless of which tool I might be using to
cut drywall, I always try to take full advan-
tage of the tolerances: On the rare occasion
that I cut a sheet too tight, some smart aleck

invariably reminds me that "the tape is 2 in.
wide." This old drywaller's refrain doesn't
mean we can be sloppy, only that the finish-
ing process allows us enough wiggle room to
make sure every piece fits the first time. As a
rule, I make all my cuts at least in. shorter
than the actual measurements. Whenever
I'm working into a corner where a succeed-
ing sheet will cover the gap, I allow a good

in. When I have to make freehand cut-
outs—say for recessed light fixtures—I back-
bevel those cuts to give me extra wiggle room
without opening a gap on the face. Back-
beveling makes it easy to trim drywall in
place with a knife if the cutout is a bit tight.

Straight cuts are "scored
and snapped"
Unlike plywood, drywall doesn't need to be
set up on sawhorses or to be cut with a circu-
lar saw. I often work right off a pile of dry-
wall, but I've found the most efficient posi-
tion for marking and cutting is on edge
against a wall. For straight cuts, I need only a
tape measure, a 4-ft. long drywall T-square
and a $3 fixed-blade utility knife.

The utility knife can be used freehand to
follow a drawn line, but as with most other
cutting tools, it's faster and more accurate
when used with a guide. For crosscuts, the
T-square serves as the guide. I mark the
length I need with a pencil; then I slide the
square into position and score the face of the
drywall using the 4-ft. leg of the square as a
straightedge (photo left, facing page).

One pass with a sharp knife is enough to
cut through the drywall's paper face; then I
lift the sheet slightly and snap the short end
backward to break the gypsum core, leaving
only the paper on the back unbroken. At this

Two for the price of one. After cutting a
sheet but before separating the two
halves, the author makes one pass with a
Surform pocket plane to smooth the rough
spots on both edges at the same time.



The way the pros rip drywall. To make his tape measure serve
as a makeshift rip fence, the author pushes the hook on the
end of the tape against the knife blade that he holds in his
right hand. With his left hand, he pinches the tape between his
thumb and index finger; the index finger serves as the fence
that runs along the factory edge of the board.



point, it's perfectly acceptable to reach
around and cut the full length of the back
paper to separate the two pieces, but there is
a faster way: Working from the center of the
face side, I make about a foot-long cut
through the back paper (photo right, p. 70);
then I quickly snap the short end toward me
(photo left, p. 71). As long as the board is
reasonably dry, the two pieces will separate
cleanly. Whenever I cut drywall with a knife,
I always make a quick pass over the cut edges
with a rasp or a Surform plane (Stanley
Tools; 800-648-7654) to smooth the rough
spots (photo right, p. 71).

Tape measure serves as a rip guide
When I have to rip a sheet of drywall, I
could measure down on both ends, snap a
chalkline and cut freehand, but if I did that
every time, my kids would go hungry. Pro-
fessional drywallers avoid all that measuring
and marking by using a tape measure as a rip
guide for the knife (photo facing page).

Being right-handed, I grasp the tape in my
left hand and the knife in my right. After
jabbing my knife blade into the board at the
correct width, I push the hook on the end of
the tape against the knife blade (others pre-
fer to capture the knife blade inside the

One-handed rip guide. For narrow rips,
the thumb on the cutting hand serves as
the rip guide. Because it's difficult to re-
move a narrow piece without damage,
the backside must be scored as well as
the front.

hook). In my left hand, I hold the tape box
with the last three fingers while pinching the
tape blade between my index finger and
thumb. As I'm making the cut, my index fin-
ger slides along the tapered edge of the dry-
wall, effectively becoming a rip fence.

One common error apprentices often make
is putting too much tension on the tape, which
inevitably throws off the cut. I urge them to
forget about the tape blade and to concen-
trate on moving both hands at the same
speed and in the same direction ("Use the
force, Luke"). When they finally relax, the
tape blade gives just the subtle guidance they
need to execute a perfect parallel cut. The
left hand slides smoothly along the edge of
the drywall, and the knife blade in the right
hand gently scores the face of the panel.

Small rips are done one-handed
The previous technique doesn't work so well
when you have to rip only an inch or less
from a sheet. First, it's difficult to get the
tape, both hands and a knife into that small
of a clump; second, when you try to fold the
rip back, it's so thin and fragile that it often
breaks apart in your fingertips. When I have
to make a narrow rip, I use my thumb as the
guide instead of a tape (photo left). After
embedding my knife into the drywall at the
width I need, I hook my thumb over the ta-
pered edge of the board and consciously
"lock" my hand in that position; then I care-
fully slide my thumb along the edge of the
sheet while the knife scores the face. To pre-
vent a narrow rip such as this one from crum-
bling, I reach around and score the backside
the same as I did the front. Then I gradually
fold the rip back, working my way up and
down the piece until it comes loose all at once.

Sharpness matters
One thing all these cuts require is a sharp
knife blade that scores the drywall smoothly.
Besides ripping the paper and creating
ragged cuts, a dull blade also tends to drift
off in directions—and toward body parts—
that you never intended.

The simplest solution to this problem is to
throw out the blade when it gets dull; on an
average workday, I can easily go through
three or four blades this way. A less wasteful
approach is to whet the blade on a pocket-
size sharpening stone whenever it loses its
edge (photo top right). This method doesn't
take much time, and it can keep a blade pro-
ductive for days. The slickest "sharpening"
trick I ever learned, however, was when I saw
a fellow worker slip his blade between a pair
of trimmer studs and simply snap off the
worn tip to access an undamaged portion of

STAY SHARP

Renewing a tired blade. Cutting
drywall wears out knife blades
quickly. The standard alternative to
replacing a dull blade is to resharp-
en it on a pocket stone (top photo).
A more radical, faster approach is
to snap off the worn end to access
the unused inner part of the blade.

the blade (photo bottom right). Obviously,
this move can't be done more than once be-
fore you have to get a new blade, but if you're
in a hurry, it can't be beat.

Nowadays, sawcuts are done with
a router
Until fairly recently, if I couldn't make a cut
with a knife, I'd use one of two handsaws.
The larger of the two, what I call a "buck
saw," is the drywall equivalent of a carpen-
ter's rough-cut handsaw. The buck saw is
used for large cuts, such as carving out door-
ways, windows and any large overhanging
areas of excess drywall that can't be scored
and snapped off. The smaller of the two
saws, which I call a "jab saw," is basically a
keyhole saw for drywall. This saw is intend-
ed for plunge-cutting electrical boxes, pipes
and other small penetrations. I still keep a



ROUTERS MAKE QUICK*
WORK OF CUTOUTS

Converting a standard router for drywall use. A
-in. adapter chuck and a drywall bit are all it takes

to set up a standard router for drywall (photo above).
To cut out for doorways (photo left) and electrical
boxes (photo below), the author uses a piloted bit,
which spins alongside the underlying surface without
damage or binding.

A perfect box every time. Rather than measuring,
marking and sawing, a router makes errorproof
cutouts after the board is in place. Predrawn arrows on
the floor designate the center of each electrical box.

Seams all right to me. As an alternative to cutting a
small rip, a sheet that's too large for its intended space
is allowed to lap over the adjacent sheet and trimmed
using its underlying neighbor as a stencil.



jab saw in my tool pouch, but these days, I
mostly use it as a makeshift flat-head screw-
driver when I need to open my utility knife
to change the blade.

Nowadays, I use a router to make almost all
the cuts that I used to make with handsaws.
A router not only cuts faster than a handsaw,
but it also can follow a pattern (what we call
stencil routing), eliminating a great deal of
measuring and marking.

Specialty routers need not apply
Routers have become so popular for drywall
applications that some power-tool manufac-
turers now offer drywall-specific models.
These tools are not mandatory. The router
I've been using for years is a homeowner-
grade Black & Decker that I picked up used
for $25. To outfit a standard router for dry-
wall, all you need is an adapter chuck and a

-in. drywall bit (photo top right, facing
page); the piloted version is best (RotoZip;
877-768-6947) is best. Years ago, when dry-
wall bits were hard to find in supply stores,
we'd sometimes make do with a drill bit in-
stead. Drill bits will work for drywall, but
they tend to clog with gypsum and lose their
edge much sooner than drywall bits.

Although I can make freehand cuts much
faster with my router than I can with hand-
saws, stencil cutting is where the router real-
ly shines. Cutting a door opening after the
drywall has been applied is a basic example
of stencil routing (photo left, facing page).
To avoid kickbacks and ragged cuts, door-
ways, medicine cabinets" and other objects
that are cut on the inside require a clockwise
movement around the opening. Objects such
as electrical boxes that are cut on the outside
require a counterclockwise movement.

Their ability to cut out electrical boxes af-
ter drywall has been applied is the reason
routers first appeared on drywall jobs, and
that application remains their best use. In a
way, it's kind of sad; old-timers like me used
to pride ourselves on how quickly and accu-
rately we could measure and cut our boxes.
Now I just cover them over. Before I rout the
boxes, however, I use only enough screws to
keep the drywall from moving, and I place
the screws well away from the boxes.

Prior to hanging the board, I use a crayon
to mark the centers of the electrical boxes on
the floor; then I eyeball the center of the box
and plunge in. I move the bit sideways until
it contacts the inside edge of the box; then I
carefully leapfrog the box to place the bit
against its outside edge. Now it's just a sim-
ple matter of traveling along counterclock-
wise using the outside edge of the electrical
box as a stencil to guide the router bit (photo

A BUNCH OF COOL TRICKS
In any trade, it's often the little things that make the difference between effi-
cient production and grinding misery.

Rotating a pencil around a drywall nail
that's gripped between thumb and fore-
finger works like a compass for drawing
large circular cutouts.

To make butt seams as flat as possible,
both edges are trimmed back on a slight
bevel to remove loose paper before the
drywall is installed.

center right, facing page). Once I've cut out
for all the electrical boxes in a sheet of dry-
wall, I push the sheet tightly against the studs,
then drive home the remaining fasteners.

Stencil routing also works as a joinery
technique. Sometimes I need to trim an
eighth or a quarter of an inch off a sheet of
drywall to make it fit flush with an adjoining
sheet. Rather than taking the time to trim
the sheet with a knife, I can let the new sheet
overlap its neighbor and quickly rout away
the excess using the underlying sheet as the
stencil (photo bottom right, facing page).
Here's an example: Once I was drywalling
some apartments that had a double layer of

-in. drywall on the ceilings. The extra-

thick ceiling brought the distance between
the floor and the ceiling down to in.
Rather than cut in. off every bottom
sheet, I set each one on the floor. Then I put
a couple of screws in each sheet to keep it
steady and routed off the overlap using the
bottom edge of the top sheet as the stencil.

Drywall makes for a much softer stencil than
plastic or wood, so this back-routing tech-
nique can be tricky. To keep the bit from bit-
ing into the stencil, I have to reverse cutting
direction and move the router more quickly
than I would for other stencil cuts.

Pat Carrasco is a drywall hanger and free-lance
writer in Bozeman, MT. Photos by Tom O'Brien.

Before starting work on a pile of
drywall, the author tears off all the
end papers, ties them together and
disposes of them.

Once their centers are laid out,
plumbing supply lines and other small
protrusions are quickly punched out
with a scrap of -in. conduit.


